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Saturday, June 17 Meeting  1:00 PM   
 

Photography as a Retirement Hobby 
Presented by  Dan Feighery  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos will range from scenic and nature images 
through sports actions shots to abstract images 
(without an immediately recognizable subject). 
Included will be local places to find interesting 
subjects, activities with local photo clubs, travel 
photography and an overview of a free down-
loadable image editing program called Fasstone. 
 
 Dan is a retired Air Force officer, an avid photog-
rapher who has taken numerous photographs for 
the OLLIE E-News, and other activities; estab-
lished the OLLI Photography club, is a member of 
several local photo clubs, and teaches  OLLI pho-
tography courses.  
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 Are you tired of getting a gazillion robo calls? 
The phone rings, you answer, and there is no one 
there. “Hello, I’m Rachel from Card Holder Ser-
vices….” “Can you hear me?” “Your car warran-
ty is about to expire.” “This is your grandson, 
I’m in jail…” Pay what you owe the IRS or you 
are going to jail. This session will cover the 
“National Do Not Call Act” as well as how to 
stop robo calls with Nomorobo that helps stop 
those annoying calls as well as telemarketers. 
(Nomorobo is not available on copper landlines, 
or VoIP lines from Cox. Per Gabe Goldberg) 
 
Judy is a 29-year member of the Santa Clarita 
Valley Computer Club where she serves as Pres-
ident, Editor, and Webmaster. She is co-
facilitator for the Southern California Regional 
User Group Summit (SCRUGS), a group of 
computer clubs who have gotten together quar-
terly for about 20 years to share ideas and pre-
senter information, solve problems, etc. She has 
taught adult education computer classes for 21 
years through her local high school district and is 
a member of the Pierce College Computer Ap-
plications and Office Technologies Advisory 
Committee that meets annually to suggest cours-
es for the next school year. Judy is a firm believ-
er in life-long learning.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                                                                                  
Judy holds various positions in 
the Association of Personal 
Computer User Groups.               
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Dan Feighery will show and talk about the vari-
ous pictures he has taken over the past few years 
with a digital single lens reflex camera. He will 
discuss why it is sometimes useful to take the 
camera off “Auto” mode while you do the think-
ing about what will be in the picture space.  

Learn in 30: Nomorobo                         
Fighting Robo Calls  

Presented by Judy Taylour, APCUG                   

http://www.patacs.org
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7-Zip – v16.04. http://www.7-zip.org/. Free 
GNU Lesser General Public License + unRAR 
restrictions source code and executable for Mi-
crosoft® Windows® by Igor Pavlov with com-
mand line ports for Apple® macOS™ and GNU/
Linux®. 7-Zip is a file archiver with a high com-
pression ratio. For ZIP and GZIP formats, 7-Zip 
provides a compression ratio that is 2-10% better 
than the ratio provided by PKZip and WinZip. 7-
Zip works in Windows 10/8/7/Vista/
XP/2012/2008/2003/2000/NT. There is a port of 
the command line version to Linux/Unix includ-
Features include: 

 High compression ratio in 7z format with 
LZMA and LZMA2 compression 
Packing / unpacking of 7z, XZ, BZIP2, GZIP, 
TAR, ZIP and WIM formats   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued Page 3 

Open Source Software of the Month                                                                                        
By Geof Goodrum, Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society                                                  

www.patacs.org     linux (at) patacs.org 

 •   Unpacking only of AR, ARJ, CAB, CHM, 

CPIO, CramFS, DMG, EXT, FAT, GPT, HFS, 
IHEX, ISO, LZH, LZMA, MBR, MSI, NSIS, 
NTFS, QCOW2, RAR, RPM, SquashFS, UDF, 
UEFI, VDI, VHD, VMDK, WIM, XAR and Z for-
mats. 
 Strong AES-256 encryption in 7z and ZIP for-
mats 
 Self-extracting capability for 7z format 
 Integration with Windows Shell 
 Powerful File Manager 
 Powerful command line version 
 Plugin for FAR Manager 
Localizations for 87 languages 

http://www.7-zip.org/
http://www.patacs.org
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BZFlag – v2.4.10. https://www.bzflag.org/. Free 
GNU Lesser General Public License source code 
and executables for Microsoft® Windows®, Ap-
ple® macOS™, FreeBSD and GNU/Linux® by 
Chris Schoeneman, Tim Riker, David Trow-
bidge, and Sean Morrison. BZFlag is a 3D net-
worked multi-player multi-platform tank battle 
game reminiscent of the arcade game Atari Bat-
tlezone. 

Features include: 

 Customizable Game Modes: Capture the 
Flag (four teams), Free For All (team play), 
Open Free For All (no teams) and Rabbit Chase 
(1 randomly chosen rabbit player). 
 Flags that provide enhanced or inhibited ca-
pabilities, such as guided missiles, cloaking, for-
ward only, and reverse controls 
 In-game chatn 

 Heads Up Display with Radar 
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 Full Alpha channel support for working 
with transparency 

 Layers and channels 
 A procedural database for calling internal 
GIMP functions from external programs, such 
as Script-Fu 
 Advanced scripting capabilities 
 Multiple undo/redo (limited only by disk 
space) 
 Transformation tools including rotate, 
scale, shear and flip 
 Support for a wide range of file formats, 
including GIF, JPEG, PNG, XPM, TIFF, TGA, 
MPEG, PS, PDF, PCX, BMP and many others 
 Selection tools, including rectangle, ellipse, 
free, fuzzy, bezier and intelligent scissors  
  Plug-ins that allow for the easy addition of 
new file formats and new effect filters.      

 
Why Should I Use The PC Clinic? When my computer needs repair where can 
I take it with confidence the work will be done well at a fair cost? The free PATACS 
PC Clinic offers that and more - all of our wonderful Clinic volunteers are, in addi-
tion, thoughtful to all needing help. It is wise and necessary to communicate 
that information in advance to those in charge.  SEE PAGE 13     NOW!  :)

https://www.bzflag.org/
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 Full Alpha channel support for working with  
 transparency 
 Layers and channels 
 A procedural database for calling internal 
GIMP functions from external programs, such as 
Script-Fu 
 Advanced scripting capabilities 
 Multiple undo/redo (limited only by disk 
space) 
 Transformation tools including rotate, scale, 
shear and flip 
 Support for a wide range of file formats, in-
cluding GIF, JPEG, PNG, XPM, TIFF, TGA, 
MPEG, PS, PDF, PCX, BMP and many others 
 Selection tools, including rectangle, ellipse, 
free, fuzzy, bezier and intelligent scissors 
Plug-ins that allow for the easy addition of new 
file formats and new effect filters. 

  

 
Continued Page 5 

GIMP – v2.8.20. https://www.gimp.org/. Free 
GNU General Public License source code and exe-
cutables for Microsoft® Windows®, Apple® ma-
cOS™, FreeBSD and GNU/Linux® by Michael 
Natterer, Sven Neumann and The GIMP Team. 
The GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) is 
a freely distributed program for such tasks as pho-
to retouching, image composition and image au-
thoring. Whether you are a graphic designer, pho-
tographer, illustrator, or scientist, GIMP provides 
you with sophisticated tools to get your job done. 
You can further enhance your productivity with 
GIMP thanks to many customization options and 
3rd party plugins.    
                                                                                          
Features include: 

 A full suite of painting tools including brushes, 
a pencil, an airbrush, cloning, etc. 
 Tile-based memory management, so image 
size is limited only by available disk space 
Sub-pixel sampling for all paint tools for high-
quality anti-aliasing 

https://www.gimp.org/
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 Multitrack display 
 Autoscroll while playing 
 Note duration management 
 Various effects (bend, slide, vibrato, hammer-  
X    on/pull-off) 
 Support for triplets (5,6,7,9,10,11,12) 
 Repeat open and close 
 Time signature management 
 Tempo management 

Imports and exports gp3,gp4 and gp5 files 

 

 

 

TuxGuitar – v1.4. http://www.tuxguitar.pw/. 
Free GNU Lesser General Public License source 
code and executables for Microsoft® Win-
dows®, Apple® macOS™ and GNU/Linux® by 
Julián Gabriel Casadesús et al. TuxGuitar is a 
multitrack guitar tablature editor and player writ-
ten in Java-SWT, It can open GuitarPro, 
PowerTab and TablEdit files. 

Features include: 

 Tablature editor                                        
 Score Viewer 

http://www.tuxguitar.pw/
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Swift Playgrounds:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                            
Finally, on March 21st, Apple released Swift 
Playgrounds 3.1.  What is Swift Playgrounds?  
It’s an app for the iPad that was released in the 
summer of 2016 to acquaint kids with computer 
programming.  In addition to English, it is also 
now available in simplified Chinese, Japanese, 
French, German and Latin American Spanish.  
Clearly Apple is making a pitch to get young 
people world-wide into their programming envi-
ronment using the Swift Programming language 
and Xcode.  Although it is geared towards kids, 
adults can also find Swift Playgrounds fun and 
fascinating.  If you would like to get some under-
standing and appreciation for computer program-
ming, download the app from the App Store and 
give it a try.  It’s a non-threatening and fun envi-
ronment in which to learn.  Seexxxxxxxxxxxxxx                               
http://bit.ly/2o1b0h2 andxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                        
http://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/. 

                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New iPad:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                                    
On March 21st, Apple announced a new 9.7-
inch iPad.   This iPad is a bit thicker than the 
iPad Air 2 and starts at the lower price of $329 
for the 32 GB machine.  The new iPad uses Ap-
ple’s A9 chip but does not have the special 
screen of the iPad Pro that has True Tone dis-
play.  The iPad Pro’s stereo speakers are also 
lacking.  It is thought that the lower price 
would enable Apple to better compete.  Apple 
remains the top player among tablet makers 
with 21% market share and Samsung second 
with 14%, but sales of all tablets have been in 
decline.  Apparently, unlike smart phones, cus-
tomers keep tablets for a significantly longer 
time.  See http://usat.ly/2nxi0Wi andxxxxxxxxx                      
http://www.apple.com/ipad-9.7/.                           

New Red iPhone:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                    
Also on March 21st, Apple announced the re-
lease of their red iPhone 7.  It will be available 
as 128 and 256 GB models, starting at $749.  
See http://apple.co/2mMpIHT.   

Source for Special Characters:xxxxxxxxxxxx                        
Do you occasionally have need for special char-
acters like α (alpha) π (pi) and € (euro symbol), 
those symbols outside of what you can key us-
ing a normal keyboard?  Take a look at                 
http://german.typeit.org.  Don’t be put off by 

Continued Page 7 

Musings of an Apple Tyro 
By Lorrin R. Garson, Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society 

newslettercolumnist (at) patacs.org 
 

by the “german” in the URL. This site offers 
special characters for 22+ languages plus curren-
cies, math, ad scientific symbols. From this site 
you get characters to use in Microsoft Word and 
PowerPoint, Apple’s Pages and Keynote, and 
presumably any (most?) applications using text. 

Unsubscribing Email Subscriptions:xxxxxxxx                                 
Many of us subscribe to email services to get 
information on topics of interest.  Subscribing is 
usually very easy, unsubscribing is often anoth-
er story.  Table 1 below summarizes three tools 
that can help to unsubscribe.  For more infor-
mation see http://bit.ly/2nkbIIS andxxxxxxxxxx                     
http://for.tn/2odukYp.andxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                     

http://bit.ly/2o1b0h2
http://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/
http://usat.ly/2nxi0Wi
http://www.apple.com/ipad-9.7/
http://apple.co/2mMpIHT
http://german.typeit.org
http://bit.ly/2nkbIIS
http://for.tn/2odukYp
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5G Networks Are Coming: 
 
At the present time 4G LTE  (Long Term Evolu-
tion) is the current standard for networking of cell 
phones and other devices, like tablets.  4G stands 
for the fourth generation of the IEEE 802.11ac 
standard for broadband technology.  The principal 
characteristic we notice of 4G is speed of data 
transmission (excluding text messages and phone 
calls).  4G LTE can handle download speeds of 5-
12 Mbps and upload speeds of 2-5 Mbps.  The 5G 
standard hasn’t yet  been established, but there are 
some of the characteristics we can expect (see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5G andxxxxxxxxxx                          
http://bit.ly/2nazSnd).                                       
Other versions of 4G are WiMax and HSPA+.                                                                      
LTE is probably the fastest.   
 
1. Data rates of tens of Mbps for tens of thou-
sands of users. 
2. Data rates of 100 Mbps in metropolitan areas. 

 

 

  

Continued Page 8 
 

Table 1:  Tools to Unsubscribe Email Subscriptions 

 

 

Disclaimer: The author  has no exper ience with these three services and cannot vouch for  
their safety, privacy of your data, or efficacy.  Carefully check reviews and proceed with caution be-
fore adopting. 

3. 1 GB/second simultaneously to many work-
ers on the same office floor.4. Several hundreds 
of thousands of simultaneous connections for 
wireless sensors.                                                             
5. 1 millisecond end-to-end round trip delay 
(latency).                                                                   
6. Perception of 99.999% availability.                            
7. Perception of 100% coverage.                                                       
8. 90% reduction in network energy usage.                                     
9. Up to 10-year battery life for low power ma-
chine type devices.                                                                                          
_____________________________________  

Why does it matter?  5G holds the promise for a 
“more connected world” through the Internet of 
Things—wearables, smart home appliances, 
connected cars (including self-driving vehicles), 
real-time operation of remote equipment, mili-
tary applications, and numerous devices yet to 
be invented.  Is security an issue?  Oh, my yes! 
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Verizon has announced it will roll out 5G trials in 
Washington, D.C. and 10 other cities in the U.S. in 
the first half of 2017 (see http://bit.ly/2mXJ7X3 
and http://cnet.co/2naphsn), but don’t expect to 
see 5G service and devices for several years yet,  

 

 

 

 

About the author: Codrut is a Senior Editor on 
Digital Citizen. He's passionate about technology 
and he is fluent in working with several operating 
systems, including Windows and Linux. He likes 
to test security products and he feels like at home 
when digging through the registry, optimizing 
things or having fun on Telnet. 

The Windows Firewall is a silent tool that keeps 
our systems safe from all kinds of network threats 
and has been included in each version of Windows 
for the last decade. Because it is a silent ally, do-
ing most of its work in the background, few users 
interact with it on a regular basis, and even fewer 
know what this tool is and how it works.   

That's why, in this article, we will explain what 
the Windows Firewall is, what it does, how to find 
it and how to enable it or disable it, depending on 
whether you want to use it or not. Let’s get start-
ed:                                

 What is the Windows Firewall?xxxxxxxxxxxx                                                     
The Windows Firewall is a security application 
created by Microsoft and built into Windows, de-

 probably starting in 2020.  For more information 
see http://bit.ly/2ng7bHi, http://bit.ly/2mvvWjU 
and Bloomberg Businessweek, February 20-
March 5, 2017 issue, pp. 41-42. 

 

-signed to filter network data transmissions to 
and from your Windows system and block harm-
ful communications and/or the programs that are 
initiating them.     

Windows Firewall was first included in Windows 
XP (back in 2001), and since then it has been im-
proved in each new version of Windows. Before 
2004 it used to be named Internet Connection 
Firewall and, at that time, it was a rather basic 
and buggy firewall with lots of compatibility is-
sues.   

Windows XP Service Pack 2 changed its name to 
Windows Firewall and introduced and improved 
core capabilities such as that of filtering and 
blocking incoming connections.  

What does the Windows Firewall do for you?   
Windows Firewall can provide your computer or 
device with protection against attacks from your 
local network or the internet, while still giving 
you access to the network and the internet. Be-
cause Windows Firewall filters the traffic that 
goes on your computer, it can also stop types of 
malicious software that use network traffic to 
spread themselves, like Trojan horse attacks and 
worms.   

Another useful capability is that it can filter both 
outgoing and incoming connections to your Win-
dows computer and block those which are un-
wanted. The firewall uses a predefined set of 
rules for both types of network 

Continued Page 9 

Simple Questions:                                                                                                                   

What Is The Windows Firewall And How To Turn It On Or Off?                                                  

By Codrut Neagu     

Published on Digital Citizen | 05/23/2017  

http://www.digitalcitizen.life/simple-questions-what-windows-firewall-howturn-it-or-off      
Reprinted with permission, see end of article for licensing.   

http://bit.ly/2mXJ7X3
http://cnet.co/2naphsn)
http://bit.ly/2ng7bHi
http://bit.ly/2mvvWjU
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traffic, but its rules can be edited and changed 
both by the user and the software that the user in-
stalls.  

By default, the Windows Firewall lets you do 
many things such as browsing the internet, using 
instant messaging apps, connecting to the Home-
group on your local network, sharing files, folders 
and devices, and so on.   

 The rules are applied differently depending on 
the network profile set for the active network con-
nection. If you are not familiar with this concept, 
we recommend you to read this article: Simple 
questions: What are network locations in Win-
dows?.  

Most Windows programs that need internet and 
network access, automatically add their excep-
tions to the Windows Firewall, so that they can 
work correctly. If they don't add such an excep-
tion, the Windows Firewall displays a Windows 
Security Alert, in which they ask you to allow 
them access to the network. You can see an exam-
ple in the screenshot below.  

.By default, the Windows Firewall selects the 
checkbox that is appropriate for the network con-
nection that you are using. You can select either 
of the options or both, depending on what you 
want to do. If you want to allow a program to 

If you are using Windows with a user account that 
is not an administrator, you will not see such 
prompts. All programs and apps are filtered ac-
cording to the rules that exist in the Windows 
Firewall. If an application doesn't comply with 
this regulation, it is automatically blocked, without 
any prompts being displayed.   

Windows Firewall is turned on by default in mod-
ern Windows versions such as Windows 10, Win-
dows 7 and Windows 8.1, and it runs silently in 
the background as a service. It only prompts users 
when they need to make a decision. You won't 
have to open it unless you want to see its status or 
configure the way it works.  

What doesn’t the Windows Firewall do?xxxxxx             
The Windows Firewall cannot protect you against 
any malicious attacks. It is a tool that should al-
ways be used in conjunction with a good antivirus 
program because it acts as a barrier between your 
computer and the outside world.   

The Windows Firewall cannot protect you against 
any malicious 
attacks. It is a 
tool that should 
always be used 
in conjunction 
with a good an-
tivirus program 
because it acts 
as a barrier be-
tween your 
computer and 
the outside 
world. It cannot 
protect your 
Windows com-
puter from mal-
ware that’s al-
ready present 
on it.   

If it happens 
that your com-
puter is infected 

with spyware or a ransomware, then Windows 
Firewall is not going to be able to stop the com-
munications between the malicious code and the 
remote hackers. You would need a third-party tool 
for this task, like Heimdal Pro.

Continued Page 10 
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Where to find thexxxxxxxxx                       
Windows Firewallxxxxxxxx                         

To open the Windows Fire-
wall, you have several op-
tions. One of them is to go to 
“Control Panel -> System and 
Security -> Windows Fire-
wall.” This applies to both 
Windows Windows 10, Win-
dows 7, and Windows 8.1.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

In Windows 10, you can use 
Cortana by asking her to 
search for “firewall.” Once 
she has the answer, you can 
click or tap on the Windows 
Firewall search result.  
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Continued Page 12 

In Windows 7, you can use 
the Start Menu search box 
and type the word firewall. 
Click on the Windows Fire-
wall search result shown at 
left. 

In Windows 8.1, go to 
the Start screen and type 
the word firewall. Then, 
click or tap the Windows 
Firewall search result.  

When you open it, you will see 
a window similar to the one be-
low: showing the type of net-
work you are connected to and 
whether the firewall is turned on 
or off.  
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Continued Page 13 

How to turn the                         
Windows Firewall on  

To activate or deactivate the 
Windows Firewall, click or tap 
the “Turn Windows Firewall on 
or off” link, found on the left side 
of the Windows Firewall win-
dow.  

By default, the Windows 
Firewall is turned on for both 
types of network locations: 
private (home or work in 
Windows 7) and public.   

If you want to turn it on or off 
for any of these network loca-
tions, check the appropriate 
“Turn on/off Windows Fire-
wall” box and press OK.  

How to turn the                                             
Windows Firewall off  

To disable Windows Firewall, you 
need to select "Turn off Windows 
Firewall" for both types of net-
works and press OK.  

This work by Digital Citizen is 
licensed under a  Creative 
Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-Share Alike 
4.0 International License.  
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On a final note, please keep in mind that you can  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidelines (Revised 01/2016) 
Clinic Services Limited to Dues-Paid                           

Members of OPCUG & PATACS, Only! 

1. Please call the PATACS AnswerLine (703-370-
7649) and advise what kind of problem you'll be 
seeking help with. Also, please send email with 
that information to pc_clinic(at)patacs.org.  

2. Hours from 12:30 to 3:30 PM. Services are 
free, on a "users helping users" basis, and availa-
ble only for user group members of PATACS and 
OPCUG. Any donations received from appre-
ciative parties will be directed by their request 
to the clubs' door prize funds, donations to the 
group treasury, or, for OPCUG members, to 
Friends of OLLI for the benefit of OPCUG.  

3.PATACS and other user group experts will help 
attendees resolve problems with their computer 
systems. Software and hardware assistance will be 
available for Windows PC and Linux computers  

4, PATACS & OPCUG disclaim all responsibil-
ity for any problems or data loss that may arise 
resulting from hardware or software assistance 
rendered. PATACS recommends that a backup 
of all personal data files be performed prior to 
bringing the system to the clinic, if possible. 
Repairs will not be performed without the at-
tendee's consent.  

5. Attendees seeking assistance must bring in all 
hardware, software, and documentation necessary 
for proper diagnosis / repair or upgrade. General-
ly, in cases involving the CPU and associated 
hardware / software, this will entail bringing in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the system unit, power cords, cables, software, 
upgrade hardware, and hardware/software 
documentation. We have available flat panel 
monitors, keyboards, and mice. If your problem is 
related to your video display, you should bring 
your monitor and associated cables, so we may 
eliminate those as a source of the trouble.  

6. Attendees seeking Operating System installa-
tions should call the PATACS AnswerLine (703-
370-7649) and reserve time in advance. All other 
assistance is on a first-come, first-served time 
availability basis. Late arrivals will be informed at 
the door whether sufficient time remains to assist 
them; inquire at the clinic before bringing equip-
ment into the building.  

7.PATACS can non-destructively repartition hard 
drives on Windows systems for installation of ad-
ditional Operating Systems. Again, please call to 
arrange - these can be lengthy!  

8. Freely distributable GNU/Linux distributions 
will be installed free of charge on systems having 
CD-ROM drives. Attendees who want other Oper-
ating Systems installed must bring original copies 
of the software on appropriate media with them.  

9. PATACS will provide the necessary hardware 
and software tools for most common repairs and 
upgrades. Please call the PATACS AnswerLine 
(703-370-7649) in advance if your system repair 
or upgrade will require specialized tools.  

On a final note, please keep in mind that you can turn 
the Windows Firewall on or off only if you are an ad-
ministrator. Your setting applies to all the user ac-
counts that exist on your Windows device. Also, if you 
choose to disable the Windows Firewall make sure that 
you have a reliable alternative installed, like a third-
party firewall or internet security suite 

PC Clinic: Hands-On Help for Your Computer 
Scheduled for Fairfax June and December Meetings 
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Streaming from a 
TV -                                   

what equipment do I need?xxxxxxxxxx                              
(“Smart TVs” are internet-ready).    

Streaming can be done from any device that has 
an internet connection. Your computer, a tablet 
or a smartphone can easily stream video content. 
TVs can stream video if they are internet ena-
bled.  

Older (non-smart) TVs can easily be connected 
to the internet by attaching a relatively inexpen-
sive device such as a Roku, Amazon Fire Stick, 
Google Chromecast or Apple TV (most available 
for under $50).   

Newer Smart TVs connect to the internet wire-
lessly over Wi-Fi, which is great if your TV isn’t 
near your internet router.   

Older Smart TVs might need to be plugged into 
your cable modem - much like computers needed 
to be wired before Wi-Fi. If you have an older 
Smart TV, you might want to consider purchas-
ing a Roku-type device which will allow you to 
connect the TV to the internet wirelessly.   

As Roku-type devices all connect to the internet 
wirelessly, you will need Wi-Fi. Newer modems 
include Wi-Fi capability. If you don't have a Wi-
Fi modem, you can get one from your internet 
provider or an electronics store.  

All About Streaming  By Pam Holland, President 
& Instructor, TechMoxie   November 2016 issue, 
MoxieBytes  Pam (at) tech-moxie.com  
www.tech-moxie.com  

This article has been ob-
tained from APCUG with 
the author’s permission for 
publication by APCUG 
member groups; all other 
uses require the permission 
of the author (see e-mail 
address above).  

 

Streaming 

Streaming is a great way 
to be in control of the 
what, where and when 
of what you view.  

 

What is ‘streaming’?xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                
It is easiest to start with traditional TV viewing. 
There are two options: Cable or a digital antenna 
to pick up VHF or UHF channels.   

Streaming, on the other hand, is done via the In-
ternet - the same service that brings you email, 
google, and access to websites.   

Why is it called streaming?  

Because it flows to our devices much like water 
streams through our pipes. Due to variations in 
the speed with which data comes over the inter-
net, a little extra is stored (“buffered”) as we 
watch so that we see a steady stream of video. 
Otherwise what we are watching would start and 
stop with annoying frequency.   

Plus, the content is not downloaded and stored on 
our devices - it streams through and out.  

You can stream content 
simply by going to your 
computer.   

Go to PBS or YouTube 
on the web and click a 
video - this is streaming.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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